Pesticide residue analysis in foodstuffs applying capillary gas chromatography with atomic emission detection state-of-the-art use of modified multimethod S19 of the Deutsche forschungsgemeinschaft and automated large-volume injection with programmed-temperature vaporization and solvent venting.
Atomic emission detection (AED) provides high element-specific detection of all compounds amenable to gas chromatography (GC). The heteroatoms nitrogen, chlorine, phosphorus, sulfur, bromine and fluorine, which are important elements in pesticide residue analysis, are of major interest. A main drawback of AED is its lower sensitivity with respect to other selective detection methods used in pesticide residue analysis such as electron-capture and nitrogen-phosphorus detection. This holds true especially for the important nitrogen trace. For this reason, more sensitive detection can be achieved by injection of larger volumes or higher concentrations of sample extracts, because matrix compounds were usually registered only in the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen traces. This paper focuses on recent developments from the authors' laboratory in order to demonstrate the feasibility of screening analyses with the identification of pesticide residues down to the 0.01 ppm concentration level in plant foodstuffs. This has been achieved by means of automated large volume injection with programmed-temperature vaporization and solvent venting as well as careful optimization of make-up and reactant gases with AED. Clean up follows the principle of multimethod S19 of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft in a reduced procedure. After elimination of lipids and waxes by gel permeation chromatography, extracts from 10 g of the food samples were concentrated to 200 microliters, of which 12.5 microliters were introduced into the GC-AED system. Two analyses were usually performed with the element traces of sulfur, phosphorus, nitrogen and carbon in the first run and chlorine and bromine in the second run. Fluorine and oxygen were not detected in any screening analyses. The method has proved to be of great value especially with "problem foodstuffs". The limits of detection were determined for 385 pesticides and are presented together with their retention data.